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  Student folk studies project titled “Folk  
Remedies,” which includes entries with brief  
descriptions of folk remedies collected in Jefferson  
County and Logan County, Kentucky.  Entries may  
include a brief description of belief, remedy,  
traditional practice, and informant’s name, age and  
origin of remedy.   
  1 folder.  2 items.  Original typescript.   





Allen, Charles (Informant) 
Bailey, Benton Lee “Ben,” 1943-2005 (Informant) 
Bailey, Laura Leigh (Shemwell), 1924-2006 (Informant) 
Beliefs, proverbs, superstitions  
Folk medicine  
Herbs – Therapeutic use  
Holmes, Edwin (Mrs.) (Informant) 
McGehee, William (Informant) 
McGehee, Ruth (Informant) 
Morgan, Lou (Informant) 
Morgan, Lou (Mrs.) (Informant) 
Morgan, Robert (Informant) 
Morgan, Robert (Mrs.) (Informant) 
Prescriptions and remedies – Jefferson County 
Prescriptions and remedies – Logan County 
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Shemwell, Violetta Osie (Allen) “Violet,” 1903-1984 (Informant) 
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